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Modelling and experimental validation of an ultra-high precision positioning systembased on the FPGA architecture
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AbstractThe nonlinear model of a small-scale ultra-high precision positioning device is developed in this work in the MATLAB/SIMULINK environment. Theconventional Stribeck model is used to describe the DC motor frictional nonlinearities, while the more sophisticated Dahl model is used for thebehaviour of the mechanical components of the system. In the experimental set-up, a linear incremental encoder is used as a feedback sensor,while a laser interferometric system is employed to validate the obtained precision. The digital PID controller is implemented on the FPGAarchitecture by using the LabVIEW programming environment. A good matching of simulated and measured dynamic responses is obtainedalthough some friction-induced discrepancies are still present.
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1. Introduction
Ultra-high precision mechatronics systems are broadly usedin ICT, machine tools, optics, robotics etc. The interest in ultra-high precision positioning is induced also by the developmentof nanotechnologies and their application in materials science,biotechnologies, advanced electronics, medicine, safetysystems etc. [1-3]. In ultra-high precision mechatronics devices,the dominant disturbance is often friction with its stochasticnonlinear characteristics that influences significantlypositioning precision and accuracy. In order to minimize thisdeteriorating influence, suitable control approaches have to beemployed [3, 4]. Proper modelling of systems with friction canin turn enable an ‘off-line’ optimization of controllers so as tomatch systems’ needs. A MATLAB/SIMULINK simulation modelof one axis of a four DOFs ultra-high precision positioningdevice, to be used for point-to-point positioning in handlingand assembly of microparts, i.e. where positioning accuracy ismore relevant than its velocity, is developed in this work. Theconventional Stribeck friction model, as well as more complexDahl and LuGre dynamic models [5, 6], are considered.System’s performances are validated experimentally via acontrol system based on a Field Programmable Gate Array(FPGA) and the LabVIEW environment [7, 8]. A conventionalPID control approach is employed. Michelson-type laserDoppler interferometric measurements are then made tovalidate the overall precisions and accuracies.

2. Simulation model
A simulation model for a considered axis is developed byemploying the MATLAB/SIMULINK environment (Fig. 1). It isbased on a ball screw driven mechatronics system described bySato [9]. The friction of the DC actuator is described via aStribeck function, while that of the mechanical components issimulated by the Dahl friction model [6]:
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where F is the overall friction force, FC = 30.4 N is Coulomb fric-tion, v is velocity, n = 1 is a parameter related to the force-dis-placement curve shape, while = 75 N/m is the stiffness i.e.the slope of this curve for F = 0 [5]. FC is obtained by measuringthe motor current for constant velocities. The otherparameters are obtained numerically via the minimisation ofthe deviations of the modelled behaviour with respect to themeasured response.

Figure 1. Simplified model of the ultra-high precision positioningsystem

Figure 2. Experimental set-up
3. Experimental set-up
All the experiments are conducted on a 50 mm translational

axis of the multi-axes set-up of Fig 2. A = 17 mm, L = 24 mm
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